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“The outcome of this project has just been amazing. In terms of capability, this is 
a very complex space.But thanks to the AMX Enova systems, it is elegant, easily 
maintainable and simple to operate.”

Terry Coe, Audio Visual Manager, The University of Western Australia



The Challenge
The University of Western Australia envisioned a space 

of cooperative and collaborative learning for its medical 

students, where  they  could learn and interact in a small  group 

environment. Working with 3DAV, local system installation and 

integration professionals, the University specified a state-

of-the-art collaborative space, where each student would be 

able to connect his or her device to the rooms’ displays, for a 

richer learning experience. The ultimate challenge was ensuring 

complete interconnection, while providing the lecturer full

flexibility and mobility to control the shared space.

About the End Customer
The University of Western Australia (UWA) was established 

in 1911 as the State’s first university. UWA is constantly 

expanding its infrastructure to attend to its teachers’ and 

students’ growing interests. In 2011, its centenary year, the 

UWA opened a $6 million e-learning suite for the faculty of 

medicine, dentistry and health sciences.

The Solution
To accommodate the more than 170 students enrolled in 

the program, the University opted to build 29 collaborative 

pods, or desk spaces, into three separate but interconnected 

rooms. After extensive research of off-the-shelf solutions, 

3DAV determined that AMX’s HDBaseT Enova DXlink 

solutions could address all of the University’s requirements 

in a smooth and effective way. All video connections between 

the students’ pods and the central matrix are handled by 

AMX’s HDBaseT DXLink. All inputs are controlled via AMX 

touch panels located on each desk. Color-coded cable labels 

matched to those on the touch panel allow easy monitor 

and source selection. The lecturer can choose the displayed 

content from any of the 11 desks or to all desks or any single 

display. This functionality can also be used to send content 

from any connected device to any or all displays. The facility 

also features a lab for experiments that is also outfitted with 

state-of-the-art audiovisual equipment and display signage

outside the rooms.

About HDBaseT
HDBaseT, powered by the Valens chipset, 

enables all-in-one connectivity between 

ultra-HD video sources and remote displays 

through a single 100m/328ft CAT6 cable or 

fiber, delivering uncompressed high definition k 

video, audio, USB, Ethernet, control signals and 

up to 100 watts of power.

Results
In a tight space with no room for large racks of 

equipment, a total of 235 computers and devices, 

and 59 displays across three interconnected 

rooms were installed. Each study pod features an 

AMX Enova DVX-3155HD digital presentation 

switcher and a 10x4 matrix. AMX’s HDBaseT 

DXLink provides the high-resolution video 

andc audio interconnect to and from each pod 

via a structured cabling system, simplifying the 

complex switching demands. The “back-end” of 

the system is just as streamlined and effective. 

An AMX Enova DGX Digital Media Switcher 

takes the 29 pod feeds via DXLink - plus signals 

from the three teaching stations - and distributes 

them back to the pods (and one projector) in any 

combination. Control is done through an AMX 

X-series touch panel.
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